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Our solar system is chemically heterogeneous with the volatile-
poor, rocky terrestrial planets dominating its innermost portions.
The silicate reservoirs as sampled from the Earth, Mars, the
Moon and the HED parent body (thought to be Asteroid 4 Ves-
ta), as well as the various chondritic meteorite groups, exhibit
large apparent differences in volatile element budgets, but also
in other respects such as Mg/Si and refractory element contents
e.g. (Palme, 2000). The origin of this chemical heterogeneity and
the causes of differences between differentiated objects and chon-
drites have been controversial. Here we present Mg isotope data
to address this issue.

New high-precision magnesium (Mg) isotope data obtained
using a large geometry high resolution MC-ICPMS are reported
for nine carbonaceous and ordinary chondrites, nine eucrites
and diogenites generally considered to originate from Asteroid 4
Vesta, together with four martian meteorites, and a variety of ter-
restrial and lunar materials. The variation in Mg isotopic compo-
sition found for ultramafic rocks and minerals (d25

Mg ! "0.03&) is smaller than reported previously and are frac-
tionated to slightly heavy values relative to those of chondrites
(d25Mg ! "0.15&). Data for the Earth, Mars and Vesta display
no systematic Mg isotopic differences despite large variations in
the level of depletion in moderately volatile elements.

The compositions of these major silicate reservoirs of differen-
tiated objects are broadly similar and display no relationship with
indices of volatile element depletion or differences in proposed
accretion mechanisms. More strikingly, all differentiated planets
and planetesimals, as sampled, have Mg that is on average isoto-
pically heavy compared with most chondrites analyzed thus far.
Chondrules also are heavy in terms of Mg, so this might reflect
sorting of material in the proto-planetary disk. Such an explana-
tion would be similar to one previously proposed (Hewins and
Herzberg, 1996) to explain the non-chondritic Si/Mg of the Earth.
Chondrules also yield heavy Mg isotopic compositions, so the
compositions of the differentiated planets may reflect sorting of
material in the proto-planetary disk. The isotopically heavy Mg
isotopic compositions of the Earth and its possible ‘‘chondrulitic’’
origin have important implications for Earth’s bulk composition
and putative hidden reservoirs.
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The distribution of Ni in geological materials is controlled by a
number of key processes depending on the geological context:
these include partial melting for mantle materials and mantle-de-
rived magmas, and shallow fluid-related processes during ore-
body genesis. The measurement of the stable isotopes of Ni could
provide data that may be useful to understand these processes and
for geochemical fingerprinting. So far this has been hampered by
the lack of a reliable and simple separation technique to produce
high-purity Ni solutions. We have undertaken development of a
separation technique to separate Ni from rock matrices to mea-
sure Ni isotopes by plasma source mass spectrometry.

Tests show that Ni can be isolated from geological materials
using a simple two-column procedure. An Icelandic basalt, BIR-
1, was digested and used during the development of this method.
The sample was first passed through Biorad anion exchange resin
AG MP1-M in HCl form in order to remove the Fe and Cu from
the sample. The Ni is eluted with the bulk matrix elements and
100% of the Cu and Fe are retained on the column. The sample
fraction containing the Ni and matrix elements was then passed
through Eichrom Ni specific resin in an HCl and ammonium cit-
rate solution with a pH of 8-9. The Ni in the form of a dim-
ethylglyoxime complex was stripped with 3 M HNO3. It was
found that the preliminary removal of Fe and Cu is essential, as
these elements are eluted with Ni and would prove to be a prob-
lem during subsequent isotope analysis.

Multi-elemental scans of sample solutions on an Agilient
7500CS quadropole ICPMS revealed the Ni is isolated from
matrix elements using this protocol. The proposed method pro-
vides a 95± 2% recovery of Ni. Continuing refinement for this
method relevant to different types of geological samples is in
progress.
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